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Pin Tumbler and Interchangeable Core Cabinet Locks & Accessories
Small Pin Locks
Olympus offers a complete line of small pin cabinet locks in National D4291/D4292 and CCL R1 keyways. Our small pin locks include our
patented rekeying technology for easy service in the field. Locks are available off-the-shelf keyed different or keyed alike in a number of stock
keyed alike numbers. We also carry a large on-hand stock of KD/MK and KA/MK locks. Our committment to inventory allows us to ship your
custom lock order faster than anyone else in the industry.

National Keyway

CCL Keyway

Small Format IC Core
Olympus has a wide selection of
small format IC core cabinet locks
that will accept Best, Arrow, Falcon or
equivalent SFIC cores. All SFIC locks
are sold less core. Olympus Lock also
offers a selection of cores in a number
of popular keyways.
B7 Series
Non-IC Best keyway
3/4” utility cam
lock.

Large Pin Locks
Olympus offers a variety of commercial cabinet
locks in Schlage C keyway or less cylinder to
accept other Schlage-compatible key-in-knob
cylinders. Our Schlage C keyway locks are available off-the-shelf keyed different or keyed alike
in a number of stock keyed alike numbers. If
required, we will custom key locks to your specifications. Our less cylinder locks will accept any
standard key-in-knob cylinders that are Schlage
compatible. All of our large pin locks include
our patented rekeyability features. These locks
may be keyed to match your door system hardware depending on your requirements.

Schlage Full-Size IC Core
Olympus is the only manufacturer of cabinet
locks that accept Schlage-style large format
IC cores. We offer door and drawer deadbolt
cabinet locks, ratchet lock and cam lock.
These cabinet locks will accept both Classic
or Primus/Everest LFIC cores, Medeco Keymark IC cores and Mul-T-Lock LFIC cores.

Product Applications
Olympus cabinet locks can be used in a variety of applications. Some
of the more common applications include: K-12 public schools,
colleges and universities, prisons and jails, health care and hospitals,
casinos, retail cash drawers, lockers, kiosks, retail showcases, airline
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ticket counters, museums, hotels/motels, amusement parks, theaters,
restaurants and country clubs, libraries, airports, police stations, fire
stations, and churches.

For more information go to www.kdlhardware.com or call 1-800-926-7716

Specialty Locks

931 Series

754/854 Series

For Medeco./Yale

For Sargent

DCP Series

CR1125 Series

Olympus provides several locks for “specialty”
applications. If you need to key into a Medeco or
Yale system, use our 931 Series. Our CR1125 Series
allows you to key your cabinet locks into your
existing Corbin/Russwin systems. These locks will
accept Corbin/Russwin IC core cylinders. We also
offer our DCP Series padlockable cam latch. Great
for locker applications, these “cam locks” accept
most standard padlocks. Need to key your cabinets into your Sargent system? Our 754/854 Series
door and drawer cabinet locks accept Sargent
original cylinders.

For Corbin/Russwin

Through-Bolt Plates & Pulls
Olympus offers our unique ETS line of through-bolt mounting
plates, templates and cabinet pulls. With today’s high use of particleboard, taking locks out for servicing or replacement can mean
stripping out the screw holes, making it almost impossible to secure
the lock back into place. Our ETS series provides a way of throughbolt mounting the cabinet locks, eliminating the need to screw into
the cabinet material. We also offer an optional cabinet pull which
can be used in combination with our ETS series products and provides through-bolt mounted cabinet lock and pull together.

Lock Accessories
Our innovative line of lock accessories provide that final
touch to make your application the best it can be. Our
internal plastic spacers are used inside the cabinet to bring
the face of the lock flush with the face of the cabinet material creating a pleasing overall look to the casework. We also
provide a wide assortment of strikes and cams for almost
any application as well as pin kits for our National and CCL
keyway locks.

Our committment to quality and innovation
Our mission is to create pin tumbler cabinet locks and accessories
of unparalleled innovation, quality, keyway compatibility, and value in
a manner which sets a new industry standard for excellence.
Our patented rekeyability features have created a new level of
expectation for the cabinet lock industry.

Olympus manufactures the broadest assortment of pin
tumbler keyways offered by any commercial cabinet lock
company. We also provide engineered lock bodies to accept a
wide range of third party cylinders. We are your single source for
pin tumbler cabinet locks.

"Selling Peace of Mind Since 1919"

The cabinet lock innovators.
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